
The Cell Cycle & 

Genetics

The science that WAS created by Mendel…

The science that was advanced

by Watson & Crick…

The science that

will change life as we know it…

(perhaps by YOU)



The Cells

• Sperm and egg are male and female 

reproductive cells, termed Gametes 

• All of the other cells in a body are termed 

somatic cells (body-belonging)

• The gamete cells have only half of the genetic 

material of a somatic cell

• This reduction of genetic material (in gametes) 

happens during a process called Meiosis

• The creation of somatic cells occurs during a 

process called Mitosis



Cell Division & Cell Non-division 

• Cells do not divide continuously, 

– instead they cycle between 
• a dividing phase (Mitotic or M-phase)

• and a non dividing phase (Interphase)

– Consider the cycle starting with an initial “Growth 

step” called First Gap (G1)

– The next step is when the DNA inside the cell 

begins to synthesize called the “S Gap” (S1)

– Then there is a final “growth step” called Second 

Gap (G2)



Controlling the cell cycle
• Because the cell cycle is a closely 

regulated cycle it would make sense that 

proteins would be involved 

• To find these cycle initiating factors 

scientists utilized frog (X. laevis) eggs

– Like all multi-cellular organisms, the eggs 

rapidly divide from 1 cell to hundreds of cells 

in a few days time

– However, the rate of this division is very 

specific to how old the egg is, therefore the 

cycle is controlled differently depending on 

the day



Cell cycle control

• By taking cytoplasm from an older frog 

egg and placing it in a younger egg one 

could change the mitotic rate

• Eventually the proteins were purified and 

were deemed mitosis-promoting factors 

(MPFs)

– Remarkably, MPFs are relatively consistent 

across species lines

– The same MPF that starts mitosis in humans 

also starts it in yeasts & many other animals



Cyclin & CDK

• Turns out that a protein kinase called CDK 

and a protein called Cyclin are mainly 

responsible for the cell cycle

• CDK catalyzes the transfer of a phosphate 

group from ATP “activating” the protein 

• Cyclin binds to the protein kinase creating

MPF

• MPF is the protein that activates M-phase 

– It also degrades cyclin, resetting the process



The Checkpoints

• The cell cycle can be thought of as a 

collection of checkpoints

• The cell has 3 main checkpoints:

– G1 checkpoint:  Job is to make certain that the 

DNA is undamaged, the cell is large enough, nutrients 

are present, and growth is needed

– G2 checkpoint:  Makes sure DNA was 

successfully copied and copying is complete

– Metaphase checkpoint: Makes sure all 

chromosomes have successfully attached to the 

mitotic spindle

– Most all of these checkpoints have several internal 

(protein controlled) checkpoints as well



Mitosis
• Mitosis is the reproduction somatic cells.

• It consists of 5 steps not including 

Interphase or Cytokinesis

• These steps include:

– Prophase

– Prometaphase

– Metaphase

– Anaphase

– Telophase



Prophase
• Chromosomes become more coiled and can be viewed 

under a light microscope.

• Each duplicated chromosome is seen as a pair of 
sister chromatids joined by the duplicated but 
unseparated centromere.

• The nucleolus disappears during prophase.

• In the cytoplasm, the mitotic spindle, consisting of 
microtubules and other proteins, forms between the 
two pairs of centrioles as they migrate to opposite 
poles of the cell.

• The nuclear envelope disappears at the end of 
prophase. 



Prometaphase

• In prometaphase, the spindle enters the 

nuclear area. Specialized structures called 

kinetochores have formed on the 

centromeres of the chromosomes by this 

time;

• certain spindle microtubules—the 

kinetochore microtubules—attach to the 

kinetochores. 



Metaphase

• The mitotic spindles are at opposite poles of the 
cell.

• The chromosomes, now at their most highly 
coiled and condensed, become arranged on a 
plane equidistant from the two poles called the 
metaphase plate.

• For each chromosome, the kinetochores of the 
sister chromatids face the opposite poles, and 
each is attached to a kinetochore microtubule 
coming from that pole. 



Anaphase
• Anaphase begins when the duplicated 

centromeres of each pair of sister chromatids 
separate, and the now-daughter chromosomes 
begin moving toward opposite poles of the cell 
due to the action of the spindle.

• Depending where the centromere is located 
along the chromosome, a characteristic shape 
appears during chromosome movement. The 
two shown above give V and J shapes.

• At the end of anaphase, a complete set of 
chromosomes has assembled at each pole of 
the cell.



How do chromosomes move?

• For years scientists believed that the 

mitotic spindle “wheeled” the 

chromosomes to the opposite sides

• However, using fluorescent labeling, 

scientists found that the shortening occurs 

near the kinetochore 

• This occurs because tubulin subunits are 

lost at the point where the microtubule 

attaches to the kinetochore (Kinetochore 

motor)



Telophase

• • The chromosomes assemble in sets at the two 
poles.

• The chromosomes begin to uncoil and 
eventually assume the extended state 
characteristic of interphase.

• A nuclear envelope reforms around each 
chromosome set, the spindle disappears, and 
the nucleolus reforms. Nuclear division by 
mitosis is complete at this point.



Cytokinesis

• Cytokinesis, the division of the cytoplasm, 
usually is in progress before nuclear division is 
complete. In animal cells, cytokinesis involves 
the formation of a cleavage furrow resulting in 
the pinching of the cell into two.

• In plants, a cell plate developes, dividing the two 
cells with what will become new cell wall

• In some specialized cases, such as in the 
development of the Drosophila embryo, nuclear 
division occurs without being followed by 
cytokinesis.



How Bacteria Do It

• Bacterial cells do not need the complexity 

of Mitosis

– With drastically smaller genomes there is less 

chance for error

• Bacterial division is called Binary Fission

– This process is similar to mitosis, but rather 

than using mitotic spindles to organize the 

chromosome(s) they just attach to the cell 

membrane

• Cytokinesis is done by a ring-like protein 

called Ftsz


